Spatial structure impacts microbial growth and interactions, with ecological and evolutionary 27 consequences. It is therefore important to quantitatively understand how spatial proximity 28 affects interactions in different environments. We test how proximity influences colony size 29 when either Escherichia coli or Salmonella enterica are grown on different carbon sources. The 30 importance of colony location changes with species and carbon source. Spatially-explicit, 31 genome-scale metabolic modeling predicts colony size variation, supporting the hypothesis that 32 metabolic mechanisms and diffusion are sufficient to explain the majority of observed 33 variation. Geometrically, individual colony sizes are best predicted by Voronoi diagrams, which 34 identify the territory that is closest to each colony. This means that relative colony growth is 35 largely independent of the distance to colonies beyond those that set territory boundaries. 36 Further, the effect of location increases when colonies take-up resource quickly relative to the 37 diffusion of limiting resources. These analyses made it apparent that the importance of location 38 was smaller than expected for experiments with colonies growing on sugars. The accumulation 39 of toxic byproducts appears to limit the growth of large colonies and reduce variation in colony 40 size. Our work provides an experimentally and theoretically grounded understanding of how 41 location interacts with metabolism and diffusion to influence microbial interactions. 42 43 3
Abstract 26 Spatial structure impacts microbial growth and interactions, with ecological and evolutionary 27 consequences. It is therefore important to quantitatively understand how spatial proximity 28 affects interactions in different environments. We test how proximity influences colony size 29 when either Escherichia coli or Salmonella enterica are grown on different carbon sources. The 30 importance of colony location changes with species and carbon source. Spatially-explicit, 31 genome-scale metabolic modeling predicts colony size variation, supporting the hypothesis that 32 metabolic mechanisms and diffusion are sufficient to explain the majority of observed 33 variation. Geometrically, individual colony sizes are best predicted by Voronoi diagrams, which 34 identify the territory that is closest to each colony. This means that relative colony growth is 35 largely independent of the distance to colonies beyond those that set territory boundaries. 36 Further, the effect of location increases when colonies take-up resource quickly relative to the 37 diffusion of limiting resources. These analyses made it apparent that the importance of location 38 was smaller than expected for experiments with colonies growing on sugars. The accumulation 39 of toxic byproducts appears to limit the growth of large colonies and reduce variation in colony 40 size. Our work provides an experimentally and theoretically grounded understanding of how 41 location interacts with metabolism and diffusion to influence microbial interactions. (Mitri & Foster 2013) . In agitated liquid environments all cells tend to 57 have equal access to resources and interactions are global. In contrast, in structured 58 environments, cells interact more strongly with neighbors than with distant individuals. This 59 localizing effect of spatial structure has been repeatedly shown to influence the outcomes of While it is known that location matters, we lack a rigorous framework for understanding and 79 predicting the impact of location on interactions. Interaction strength can be a function of 80 distance (Kim et al. 2008) , but by what distance-based measurement? The distance to the 81 closest competitor, a function of all competitor distances, or a measurement of how 82 competitors divide the available territory? Ecologists often use distance metrics to explain 83 variance in plant growth (Tome & Burkhart 1989) , and a linearly-weighted distance model 84 captured a decline in bacterial colony size due to crowding (Guillier et al. 2006) . In contrast, 85 Voronoi diagrams, which measure the territory that is closer to a focal colony than any other 86 colonies (Okabe et al. 2000) , have been used to investigate pattern formation as bacteria cover 87 a surface (Lloyd & Allen 2015 . We therefore can test whether colony variation is purely a function of metabolism and 100 diffusion by comparing computational predictions against experimental observations. If factors 101 such as toxicity, signals or stochastic differences in lag time drive colony variation then the 102 model, which does not take these effects into account, will do a poor job. Determining the 103 extent to which metabolic mechanisms drive spatial effects will be critical for predicting growth 104 in complex natural settings. For the simulations in figures 3 and 4 the "world" was a 5 cm x 5 cm square, into which 60 colonies were 166 seeded at random locations, with initial biomasses of 1e-10 grams. Resources were distributed 167 uniformly at a concentration of 1e-6 mmol per box for the limiting resource, and at essentially infinite 168 abundance for non-limiting resources. These simulations were run until resources were fully consumed. 169
The genome-scale metabolic model simulations, Fig. 2 , were conducted in circular environments that 170 were 90 mm in diameter to mimic the experimental conditions. Biomass was seeded at the same 171 location as observed in experiments, and the concentration of the limiting resource also matched the 172 laboratory conditions. Genome-scale simulations were run for equal lengths of time as the laboratory 173 experiments. Other simulation parameters are provided in Table 1 . 174 175
Statistics 176
The Voronoi areas and other distance metrics (nearest neighbor, summed inverse distances, summed 177 squared inverse distance) were all calculated in R. To find the Voronoi areas of colonies, we used the 178 spatstat package in R and ran the dirichletArea function. After calculation of any distance metric, 179 colonies <5mm from a Petri dish edge were excluded, i.e., the colonies were not included in the analysis, 180 but they did contribute to the distance metric for included colonies. 181
182
We used relative metrics to compare yields between treatments and between experiments and 183 simulations. We compared variation in colony yield on different carbon sources by first calculating the 184 coefficient of variation in colony area for each Petri dish, then used a single factor ANOVA to compare 185 the coefficient of variation between experimental treatments. Similarly, to compare experiment to 186 simulation the yields at the end of growth, in units of area for the experiments and grams for the 187 simulations, were divided by the total yield in each Petri dish or simulation area to obtain dimensionless 188 values that could be directly compared. The experimental relative yields were compared with the 189 simulation predictions using mixed-effects linear regression, with the Petri dish as a random factor and 190 the treatment as a fixed factor. 191
192
To compare the strength of spatial competition among groups (media type, resource quality), we did an 193 ANOVA followed by Tukey's Honest Significant Difference multiple comparisons test. The level of 194 replication was the Petri dish. We conducted a t-test to test whether adding acetate to S. enterica Petri 195 dishes with glucose altered the strength of spatial competition. for size variation. Because the average colony size differed substantially across treatments (see, 209 for example, Fig. 1B) , we used the coefficient of variation of final colony area (standard 210 deviation over mean) within a plate to compare variation in colony size between treatments. 211 Differences in media and species caused large differences in the coefficient of variation across 212 treatment (ANOVA, F(7,32) = 18.9, p = 1.07e-9, Fig. 1C ), suggesting that spatial effects were 213 highly context dependent.
215
The effects of resource and species identity on the variance in colony size can be predicted with 216 models that pair metabolism and diffusion. Simulations were initiated with resources and colony locations that matched each experimental 230 plate ( Fig. 2A) . We plotted the relative yields (yield of a colony / total yield on a Petri dish) for 231 simulations against those for experiments ( Fig. 2B ). We used relative yields because the 232 measurements of interest were the relative differences between colonies on a plate, which can To more extensively investigate how location determines colony size we simplified our model 246 to allow faster simulation and abstract species/environment-specific intracellular metabolism. 247 We replaced the genome-scale metabolic model with a set of differential equations, which . We 271 first simulated conditions that caused strong spatial effects (large variance in colony size), 272 which used a high growth rate ( = 1). We tested whether colony size could be best 273 predicted by the distance to the nearest neighbor (Fig. 3A) , the sum of the inverse distances to 274 all neighbors (Fig. 3B) , the log of the sum of the squared inverse distances (Fig. 3C ), or a 275 colony's Voronoi area, which is the area on the Petri dish which is closer to the focal colony 276 than to any other colony ( Fig. 3D) Finally, we tested the relative predictive ability of Voronoi areas as spatial effects decreased. 289 We repeated the metric comparison at increasing resource diffusion coefficients , spanning 290 a range that at the low end is similar to the diffusion coefficient of a large protein such as 291 bovine serum albumin in 1% agar (~1E-7 cm 2 / s), passing the typical diffusion coefficient for 292 sugars (~5E-6 cm 2 / s), and reaching past the diffusion coefficient of sodium choride (~1.5E-5 293 cm 2 / s) (Schantz & Lauffer 1962) . Even as the resource diffusion coefficient increased, causing 294 competition to become more global (described below), the Voronoi areas were still the best 295 predictors of yields (Supp. Fig 1) . Therefore, we concluded that the territory closest to a colony, We next tested what parameters in the model altered the relative effect of Voronoi area. 322 Increasing the rate at which colonies consume nutrients increased the relative effect of Voronoi 323 area. The effects of changing the upper limit on uptake rate (Vmax), the saturation constant 324 (km), or the initial resource concentration (R) all collapsed into a single effect, the maximum 325 uptake rate, by calculating the Monod maximum uptake using Vmax * R / (km + R) ( Figure 4C ). 326 Increasing the maximum uptake rate caused a fast increase in the relative effect of Voronoi 327 areas until saturating.
328 329 We next investigated the influence of biomass and resource diffusion. Increasing the biomass 330 diffusion coefficient ( ) increased the relative effect of Voronoi area (Fig. 4D ). We 331 hypothesize this effect was due to a concomitant increase in the rate at which colonies took up 332 resources that occurred because colonies spread more quickly and were able to reach high 333 resource concentration zones faster. In otherwise identical simulations, faster biomass diffusion 334 did increase the speed at which resources were consumed (Supp. Fig 2) . In simulations, the maximum growth rate and resource uptake rate were directly proportional, 352 and we showed than increasing the maximum uptake rate increased the relative effect of 353 Voronoi area. In the laboratory data, we measured the maximum growth rate as the increase in 354 diameter over the first three hours after colonies were identified (Palumbo et al. 1971 ). Media S. enterica grown on glucose appeared not to follow the growth rate-Voronoi effect trend ( Fig.   362 5C), and also was the treatment most poorly predicted by the genome-scale metabolic 363 modeling (Fig. 2B ). This led us to hypothesize that another biological phenomenon besides 364 competition for diffusing resources was occurring in this treatment. Interestingly, Voronoi areas 365 and metabolic models did a good job of predicting the size of small colonies however, large 366 colonies were routinely smaller than predicted (Fig. 2B ). This suggests that large colonies 367 stopped growing before they ran out of resources. Fig. 6A ) and the relative effect of Voronoi area (Fig. 6B) Understanding the quantitative way that spatial proximity affects interactions between 383 bacterial colonies will allow us to better understand and manage microbial ecosystems. We 384 showed that while species identity and the resources present caused variations in the effect of 385 colony proximity, we could nevertheless predict much of this variance using models accounting 386 for metabolism and diffusion. Spatially-dependent variation in colony size was largest on media 387 which promoted a fast growth rate. Specific colony sizes were best predicted using Voronoi 388 diagrams, which means that the differential colony growth was primarily caused by adjacent Encouragingly, spatially-explicit, genome-scale metabolic models were able to predict much of 412 the variation in colony size by modeling the interaction between diffusion and intracellular 413 metabolism. This suggests that with models created from sequence data we will be able to 414 quantitatively predict metabolic microbial interactions in complex, spatially structured 415 environments. High-throughput methods to generate models from sequence data are 416 improving(Feist et al. 2009), and therefore spatially explicit tools such as COMETS will be 417 increasingly useful to generate quantitative predictions of the effect of location on growth and 418 microbial interactions. As we discuss below, the accuracy of the predictions will be strongly 419 influenced by realized uptake rates. The upper-limit of uptake (Vmax) must be defined in the 420 model but will often be difficult to infer from sequence data. However, in our simulations we 421 left the upper-limit for all metabolites set at a canonical value of 10 mmol / gram dry weight / 422 hr (Harcombe et al. 2014 ) and still achieved a good match between simulation and experiment. 423 This suggests that colony-level uptake rates depended more on the stoichiometry of biomass 424 production on each carbon source than on Vmax. Therefore, accurate predictions of 425 stoichiometry, obtainable from sequence data, may lead to good approximations of the rate at 426 which growing colonies consume resources even with inexact limits on uptake rates. Four metrics were tested to determine which colonies interact to generate variation in colony size and 655
to what extent. A-D show a cartoon of the measurement and the metric plotted against simulated 656 colony yield (biomass). A) The distance to the closest colony, such that the yield of the focal colony 657
(indicated by the arrow) would be predicted from the distance to colony 1, which is closest, but no other 658 colony would be considered. B) The inverse linear distance to every colony, such that the yield of the 659 focal colony would be predicted by the distance to every colony, with each colony's influence inversely 660
proportional to its distance. C) Like B, but colonies become quadratically less important as distance 661 increases. D) The territory closest to a colony, described by a Voronoi diagram. Here, the focal colony's 662
Voronoi area is shown (solid line polygon). A Voronoi diagram divides a plane into areas around colony 663 initiation sites such that all the space in a territory is closer to its enclosed colony than to any other 664 colony, which is accomplished by drawing perpendicular lines half-way through lines connecting a focal 665 colony to Voronoi neighbors. E) A Voronoi diagram drawn for all colony initiation sites on a Petri dish. 666
For a focal colony (blue), its Voronoi neighbors are the green colonies. 
